Abstract. The aim of this survey paper is to present a complete direct proof of the well celebrated cornerstone result in Loewner Theory, originally due to Kufarev et al [15] , stating that the family of the hydrodynamically normalized conformal self-maps of the upper-half plane onto the complement of a gradually erased slit satisfies, under a suitable parametrization, the chordal Loewner differential equation. The proof is based solely on basic theorems of Geometric Function Theory combined with some elementary topological facts and does not require any advanced technique.
Introduction
In 1923 Loewner [18] introduced a method of the so called Parametric Representation for the class S of all univalent holomorphic functions f : D := {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} → C normalized at the origin by f (0) = 0 and f ′ (0) = 1. Much later Kufarev et al [15] constructed a similar representation for univalent holomorphic self-maps of the upper half-plane H := {z : Im z > 0} with the hydrodynamic normalization at ∞. The Parametric Representation Method was further developed by a number of specialists. Without attempting to give an exhaustive bibliography, we only mention the fundamental contributions of Kufarev [13] and Pommerenke [19] , [20, Chapter 6] . This powerful method has been used a lot in Geometric Function Theory, in particular, as an effective tool to solve extremal problems for univalent functions. One of the most remarkable examples in this connection is the crucial role of the Parametric Representation Method in de Branges' proof [3] of the famous Bieberbach Conjecture.
In 2000 Schramm in his well-known paper [23] employed the Parametric Representation Method to study random curves in the plane as it appears to provide fairly suitable conformally invariant coordinates in the set of all Jordan arcs in a given simply connected domain joining two prescribed points, one of which lies on the boundary and the other can be either an interior point (radial case) or a boundary point (chordal case).
More details on the history and recent development of the topic can be found in the survey paper [1] .
One of the fundamental results due to Loewner underlying the Parametric Representation Method in the radial case can be stated as follows. ∂f t (z) ∂t = z ∂f t (z) ∂z
Moreover, for each s ∈ [0, T ) and each z ∈ D the function w z,s (t) := f
is the unique solution to the following Cauchy problem
The functions f t in the above theorem, mapping a canonical domain (which one usually chooses to be the unit disk D or the upper half-plane H) onto the complement of a Jordan arc, are colloquially referred to as (single-)slit mappings. The analogue of Theorem 1.1 for the chordal case, i.e. for (single-) slit mappings of H into itself normalized at ∞, is due to Kufarev et al [15] .
Theorem 1.2 ([15]
). Let γ be a Jordan arc lying in H except for one of its endpoints, which belongs to R. Then there exists a unique continuous function λ : [0, T ] → R, 0 < T < +∞, such that for a suitable parametrization Γ : [0, T ] → H ∪ R of the arc γ with Γ(0) ∈ H and Γ(T ) ∈ R, the family (g t ) t∈[0,T ] consisting of the conformal mappings
Moreover, for each s ∈ [0, T ) and each z ∈ H the function w z,s (t) := g
Equations (1) and (2) are referred to as the (radial) Loewner PDE and ODE, respectively, while (3) and (4) are known as the chordal Loewner differential equations 2 .
1 The case D = C is not excluded. 2 In modern literature the chordal Loewner ODE and PDE contain the extra factor 2 in the right-hand side. Moreover, the chordal Loewner ODE (4) is quite often considered with the opposite sign of the right-hand side. See Section 3.4 at the end of the paper for more details. . Unfortunately, in all of these references some important details seem to be missing. A rigorous and selfcontained proof of Theorem 1.1 for the case D = C, based on a number of subtle lemmas related to boundary behaviour of conformal mappings, can be found in [10, Chapter 7] .
The chordal case was less well known until the 2000's. A rigorous proof of Theorem 1.2 can be found in [16, §4.1] . This proof is based on the deep relationship between the complex Brownian motion and the harmonic measure, which allows one to use probabilistic methods to study conformal mappings. Another proof (in a bit more general situation when the curve γ is allowed to "touch" itself), which heavily uses techniques involving the notion of extremal length, can be found in [17] .
It is worth to mention that Theorem 1.2 can be deduced as well from its radial analogue, Theorem 1.1. One of the possible ways to do so is described in [2, Chapter IV, §7]. Nevertheless, in our opinion, taking into account the increasing interest to Loewner Theory in general and to the Parametric Representation of slit mappings, in particular, it is useful to have a detailed elementary direct proof of this result based solely on Complex Analysis and basic topological facts. In this survey paper we present such a proof, in a quite self-contained form, following the idea indicated in the original paper [15] .
Preliminaries
In this section we recall some basic results, which are used in the proof of Theorem 1.2. For a set E ⊂Ĉ, we will denote by E and ∂E the closure and the boundary of E w.r.t.Ĉ, respectively. Moreover, we letR := R = R ∪ {∞}. 
Let E g stand for the omitted set of g, i.e. E g := C \ g(∆). Further, given a set E ⊂ C we denote by diam E and area E its Euclidian diameter and area, respectively, and by dist(·, ·) we denote the Euclidean distance in C.
Theorem A (Grönwall's Area Theorem, see, e.g., [6, p. 29] or [20, p. 18] ).
and the equality holds if and only if area E g = 0.
As a corollary, one obtains the following two statements.
Proposition B ( [20, p. 19] ). Let g ∈ Σ. Then E g ⊂ w ∈ C : |w − b 0 | ≤ 2 and the equality holds if and only if E g is a line segment of length 4.
where K 1 , K 2 ⊂ C are two compact sets, be a conformal mapping with the Laurent expansion at ∞ of the form
Then the following statements hold:
belongs to the class Σ, with the free term in its Laurent expansion at ∞ equal to
This proves (iii).
In order to estimate c 1 consider again the function g and apply the Area Theorem (Theorem A), from which it follows then that |b 1 
Applying the Maximum Modulus Principle to f and Proposition B to g, we conclude that
This proves (iv) for j = 1.
To complete the proof of the lemma it remains to apply the above arguments for ϕ −1 .
2.2.
Schwarz formula for the upper half-plane. We will need the following version of the Schwarz Integral Formula.
Proposition 2.2. Let f : H →Ĉ be continuous in H = H ∪R and holomorphic in H. Suppose that f (∞) = 0 and
Proof. Applying the Schwarz Integral Formula to the function ψ(z) := −if H(z) , where
is the Cayley map of D onto the upper half plane H, we get
where (8), and changing the integration variable ω := H −1 (ξ), ξ ∈ R, we get
for all w ∈ H, where the integrals
converge absolutely thanks to (6) . Moreover, condition (6) implies also that I 1 (iy) → 0 as y → +∞. Thus −I 2 − C = f (∞) = 0 and we get formula (7).
2.3.
Boundary behaviour of slit mappings. We start with two basic definitions.
The function Γ is said to be a parameterization of the slit γ. The point Γ(0) is called the tip of the slit γ and the point Γ(T ) is called the root (or the landing point) of γ. We will also say that γ lands at Γ(T ).
Definition 2.4.
In what follows by a single-slit mapping we will mean 3 a conformal map g :
is a slit in H landing at some point on R.
The following theorem implies easily that single-slit mappings admit continuous extension to the boundary. Since the extension in Theorem C and in the above remark is unique, we will denote it by the same symbol as the conformal map itself omitting the sign "ˆ", while any other extension which might disagree with the one under consideration will be denoted in a different way.
The following theorem is one of the key points in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
− − →Ĉ be a conformal mapping and γ a slit in the domain D := g(H). Then the set g −1 (γ) is a slit in H.
Remark. The above theorem means that if
has a continuous extension to the point t = T .
Remark. It might be useful to have a simple proof of Theorem D for the case when ∂g(H) is locally connected and hence the function g can be extended to a continuous map of H intoĈ. First of all, note that we can pass to a conformal map of D with a continuous extension to D, which we again denote by g. Now suppose on the contrary to the statement of Theorem D that g −1 (γ) is not a slit in D. Then there exists an arc C ⊂ T not reducing to a point such that g(C) = {ξ 0 }, where ξ 0 is the root of γ. Using the Schwarz Reflection Principle and the Uniqueness Principle for holomorphic functions we conclude that g ≡ ξ 0 , which is not possible.
Assume that g : H onto −−→ D is a conformal map and ∂D is locally connected. The continuous extension of g given by Theorem C does not need to be injective on the boundary. The following statement allows to understand better the mapping properties of g| ∂H .
Proposition E. In the above notation, let w 0 ∈ ∂D and W := g −1 ({w 0 }). Then the map R = ∂H ⊃ C → g(C) ⊂ ∂D establishes a bijective correspondence between the connected components ofR \ W and those of ∂D \ {w 0 }. In particular, the set W consists of ν ∈ N pairwise distinct points if and only if ∂D \ {w 0 } has exactly ν connected components.
The proof of this proposition can be found, e.g., in [21, Chapter 2, Proposition 2.5].
Taking into account that an injective continuous mapping of an interval of the form (a, b) or [a, b], a < b, into a simple curve has always the continuous inverse, from Proposition E one easily obtains the following statement. (i) the preimage g −1 (ξ 0 ) of the root ξ 0 of the slit γ consists exactly of two points α, β ∈ R, α < β; (ii) the preimage g −1 (ω 0 ) of the tip ω 0 of the slit γ consists of a unique point λ ∈ (α, β);
The chordal Loewner equation
In this section we present a detailed elementary proof of Theorem 1.2. Moreover, the following statements hold:
* is the reflection ofγ with respect to R; (ii) g * γ has a Laurent expansion at ∞ of the form
with c n ∈ R for all n ∈ N and c 1 < 0.
Proof. The proof is divided into 3 steps.
Step 1: we prove first the existence of the map g γ , assertion (i) and expansion (10) . Since H C is a simply connected domain 4 , according to the Riemann Mapping Theorem, there exists a conformal map g 0 of D onto H. As we already mentioned (see Remark 2.5) g 0 extends continuously to H. Recall that in such case, we use the same notation for the extended map from H intoĈ. Moreover, precomposing, if necessary, g with a Möbius transforation of H, we may assume that g 0 (∞) = ∞.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.6,
0 (γ). Hence, by the Schwarz Reflection Principle, g 0 | H can be extended to a conformal map g * 0
Since g * 0 (∞) = g 0 (∞) = ∞ and g * 0 is a conformal map, we see that ∞ is a simple pole of g * 0 . As a consequence, the map g * 0 has a Laurent expansion at ∞ of the form
where a = 0. Furthermore, note that g * 0 (z) = g * 0 (z) for all z ∈ R \ [α, β] and that both sides in this equality are holomorphic in z on C \ [α, β]. Therefore, the equality holds for all z ∈ C \ [α, β]. It follows that the coefficient a, b, and c 
, is represented in a neighborhood of ∞ by the Laurent expansion (10) with all coefficients c n ∈ R. This completes Step 1.
Step 2: now we show that c 1 < 0. Since g γ (z) − z is not constant in H, applying the Maximum Principle to the harmonic function H ∋ z → Im(z − g γ (z)), which extends to a continuous real-valued function on H, we conclude that the holomorphic function h(z) := g γ (z) − z = c 1 /z + c 2 /z 2 + . . . maps H into itself. Set
If c 1 ≥ 0, then θ 0 ∈ (0, π). In this case we would have Im h < 0 on the ray z = ρe iθ 0 ∈ H for all ρ > 0 large enough. Thus c 1 < 0.
Step 3: it remains to show that the map g γ is unique. Letg γ be another conformal mapping of H onto H satisfying (9). Then L :=g
Thus, by (9), a = 1, b = 0, and consequentlyg γ = g γ . The proof is now complete. The main result of this subsection is as follows. Proposition 3.3. There exists a unique standard parametrization Γ 0 of the slit γ.
To prove this proposition we need several lemmas, some of which will be used also in the next subsection. Again, fix any parametrization Γ : [0, T ] −→ H, T > 0, of the slit γ.
For s, t ∈ [0, T ], s ≤ t, we define, see Figure 1 ,
Since γ t ⊂ γ s , the functions ϕ s,t are well-defined conformal mappings of H into itself. The set g −1 γt ({Γ(t)}) consists, by Proposition 2.6 (ii), of a unique point, which makes λ(t) be well and uniquely defined. Moreover, for s = t ∈ [0, T ], clearly ϕ s,t is the identity map of H, while if 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T then, by Theorem D, ϕ s,t is a single-slit mapping. More precisely, using Propositions 3.1, one easily obtains the following statement.
Lemma 3.4. For any s, t ∈ [0, T ], s < t, the function ϕ s,t is a single-slit mapping with H\ϕ s,t (H) = J s,t satisfying the hydrodynamic condition lim z→∞ ϕ s,t (z)−z = 0. Moreover, ϕ s,t | H extends to a conformal mapping ϕ * s,t :Ĉ \ C s,t onto −−→Ĉ \ J s,t ∪J * s,t , whereJ * s,t is the reflection ofJ s,t w.r.t. the real axis. This extension has the Laurent expansion at ∞ of the form
Proof. First of all, we may assume that t < T , because otherwise ϕ s,t = g γs and hence the statement of the lemma would follow readily from Proposition 3.1 applied with Γ([s, T )) substituted for γ. Now the fact that J s,t is a slit in H follows directly from Theorem D. Since g
γt is a conformal mapping of H t := H \ γ t onto H, we have Figure 1 . Construction of ϕ s,t , J s,t and C s,t .
In particular, ϕ s,t is a single-slit mapping and extends to a continuous map from H toĈ. By construction, g γt and g γs satisfy the hydrodynamic condition (9) and by Proposition 3.1, these functions extend meromorphically to a neighbourhood of ∞ having there the Laurent expansions of the form (10) . It follows that ϕ s,t | H also admits a meromorphic extension to a neighbourhood of ∞, which has there the Laurent expansion of the form (11) with c 1 (s, t) = c 1 (s) − c 1 (t). In particular, ϕ s,t satisfies the hydrodynamic condition and hence one can apply Proposition 3.1 with J s,t substituted for γ to see that c 1 (s, t) < 0 and that ϕ s,t | H extends by means of the Schwarz Reflection Principle to a conformal map ϕ * s,t ofĈ \ ϕ −1 s,t (J s,t ) ontoĈ \ J s,t ∪J * s,t . It remains to notice that the equality g γs (z) = g γt ϕ s,t (z) extends by continuity from H to its boundary and hence
The proof is now complete.
We will say that a sequence of Jordan arcs {C n ⊂ C} n∈N shrinks to a point p ∈ C if C n+1 ⊂ C n and n∈N C n = {p}. More generally, we will say that {C n } n∈N tends to a point p ∈ C if d n := sup |z − p| : z ∈ C n → 0 as n → +∞.
Lemma 3.5. For any fixed t ∈ (0, T ] the arcJ u,t shrinks to the point λ(t) and the segment C u,t tends to the same point as u ↑ t. Similarly, for any fixed s ∈ [0, T ) the segment C s,u shrinks to the point λ(s) and the arcJ s,u tends to the same point as u ↓ s.
Proof. Fix t ∈ (0, T ]. Then Γ([u, t]) shrinks to Γ(t) as u ↑ t. Since by Proposition 2.6, g −1 γt ({Γ(t)}) consists of a unique point, which we denote by λ(t), it follows thatJ u,t shrinks to λ(t) as u ↑ t. The same holds for the arcs I u,t :=J u,t ∪J * u,t . Since the sets I u,t are compact, it follows that diam I u,t → 0 as u ↑ t. Taking into account Lemma 3.4, assertion (ii) of Lemma 2.1, applied with ϕ := ϕ * s,t and w 0 := λ(t), implies that C u,t tends to λ(t) as u ↑ t.
Now fix s ∈ [0, T ). Then Γ([s, u]) shrinks to Γ(s) as u ↓ s. Hence, arguing essentially in the same way as above, we see that C s,u shrinks to λ(s) and thatJ u,t tends to λ(s) as u ↓ s. The proof is finished.
Proof. Notice that, by construction, for any s, t ∈ [0, T ] such that s < t we have λ(s) ∈ C s,t and λ(t) ∈J s,t . Thus the continuity of t → λ(t) follows from the fact that by Lemma 3.5 both arcs, C s,t and J s,t , tend to the same point as t − s → +0 when one of the parameters, either s or t, is fixed. Proof. The proof of the previous lemma shows that using assertion (i) of Lemma 2.1 with ϕ := ϕ * s,t we may conclude that c 1 (s, u) → 0 as u ↓ s for any fixed s ∈ [0, T ) and that c 1 (u, t) → 0 as u ↑ t for any fixed t ∈ (0, T ]. It remains to notice that by Lemma 3.4, for any s, t ∈ [0, T ], s < t, we have c 1 (s) − c 1 (t) = c 1 (s, t) < 0. 
where τ is the inverse of [0, T ] ∋ t → c 1 (t) and T 0 := −c 1 (0).
3.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let γ be a slit in H landing at a finite point on R and let Γ : [0, T ] → H be its unique standard parametrization, which exists due to Proposition 3.3. To simplify the notation introduced in Section 3.2 and to emphasize that now we work with the standard parametrization of the slit, we will write g t instead of g γt . The result of Kufarev et al (Theorem 1.2) can be formulated in the following form.
Theorem 3.8. There exists a unique continuous function λ : [0, T ] → R such that for each s ∈ [0, T ) and each z ∈ H the function t ∈ [s, T ] ∋ t → w z,s (t) := ϕ s,t (z) is the unique solution to the following initial value problem:
See Remark 3.11 concerning the equivalence of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 3.8. In the proof of the latter we make use of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.9. Let 0 ≤ s ≤ u ≤ t ≤ T . The following statements hold:
Proof. Assertion (i) follows immediately from the definition of the functions ϕ s,t . To prove (ii) we recall that by Lemma 3.4, ϕ s,t is a single-slit map with the hydrodynamic normalization. It follows that f (ζ) := ϕ s,t (ζ) − ζ, ζ ∈ H, extends to a continuous map from H into C. Further, by Proposition 2.6, Im f (ξ) = Im ϕ s,t (ξ) = 0 for all ξ ∈ R \ {C s,t }. Thus we may apply the Schwarz Integral Formula in the upper halfplane (Proposition 2.2) to f , which immediately yields (ii).
Since we have chosen the standard parametrization of the slit γ, by Lemma 3.4 we get c 1 (s, t) = s − t for any s ≥ 0 and any t ≥ s. Therefore, substituting ζ := iy, y > 0, in (ii), multiplying both sides by −iy, and passing to the limit as y → +∞, one obtains (iii). The proof is now complete. Lemma 3.10. For any z ∈ H and any s, t ∈ [0, T ] with s < t, ϕ s,u (z) → ϕ s,t (z) as u ↑ t.
Proof. Denote z 1 = z 1 (u) := ϕ s,u (z) and z 2 := ϕ s,t (z). By Lemma 3.9 (i), z 2 = ϕ u,t (z 1 ). Note that by Lemma 3.5, I u,t :=J u,t ∪J Proof of Theorem 3.8. Define λ(t), as in Section 3.2, to be the unique preimage of Γ(t) under the map g t . Then by Corollary 3.6 the function λ is continuous on [0, T ]. We are going to prove that (∂/∂t)ϕ s,t (z) exists and equals 1/ λ(t) − ϕ s,t (z) for any z ∈ H and any s, t ∈ [0, T ] with s ≤ t. This will prove the existence of λ, while the uniqueness takes place because the function λ is determined uniquely by any solution to (12) with s = 0. converse theorem holds, but it only states that if T > 0 and λ : [0, T ] → R is a continuous (or, more generally, bounded measurable) function, then there exists a unique family (g t ) t∈[0,T ] of univalent holomorphic self-maps of H with the hydrodynamic normalization such that for any s ∈ [0, T ) and z ∈ H the function w = w z,s (t) := (g −1 t • g s )(t) solves the Cauchy problem (12) . However, g t 's do not need to be single-slit mappings. For further discussion and results in this direction see, e.g., [12] and references cited therein.
Remark. In the modern literature it seems to be a convention to rescale the independent variable t in the Loewner chordal equation, which leads to the extra coefficient 2 in the right-hand side: (14) dw(t) dt = 2 λ(t) − w(t) .
This "cosmetical" change plays some role when comparing the chordal and radial Loewner ODEs, especially in connection with the question mention in Remark 3.12, see, e.g., [22] .
Remark. Return again to the family (g t ) t∈[0,T ] introduced in Section 3.3. Consider the family of the inverse conformal mappings (h t ) t∈[0,T ] , h t := g
−1 t
: H \ γ t onto −−→ H. Since g t (z) is of class C 1 jointly in z and t, it follows from (13) that t → h t (z) solves the chordal Loewner ODE. More precisely, ∂h t (z) ∂t = 1 λ(t) − h t (z) for all t ∈ [0, T ] and all z ∈ H t := H \ γ t .
Although (h t ) satisfies the same equation as (ϕ s,t ), the initial condition for (h t ) is given at the right end-point, h t | t=T = id H . Introducing the new parameter τ = T − t moves the initial condition to the left end-point τ = 0 and brings the sign "−" to the right-hand side of the above equation. What is more important, this trick allows one to consider all τ ≥ 0 and therefore to describe, by means of the chordal Loewner equation, cross-cuts in H, i.e. Jordan arcs Γ : [0, +∞] → H joining, like a chord, two points on the boundary, Γ(0) ∈ R and Γ(+∞) = ∞, and otherwise lying in H. (This seems to be a plausible explanation for the word "chordal" in the name of the equation.)
The above two remarks bring the original chordal Loewner equation (4) to the form, which prevails in the recent literature: dw(t) dt = 2 w(t) − ξ(t)
, t ≥ 0, w(0) = z, where ξ : [0, +∞) → R is a continuous function. As a function of the initial value z, w(t) maps its domain, i.e. the set of all z ∈ H for which the life-span T (z) of the solution to the above Cauchy problem is greater t, conformally onto H and has the following expansion at ∞, w = z + 2t z + +∞ n=2 a n (t)z −n .
In the last lines of this survey paper, it could be appropriate to mention that, up to our best knowledge, the chordal Loewner ordinary differential equation appeared for the first time as early as in 1946 (although without any further development) in Kufarev's paper [14] , the first paper approaching the problem indicated in Remark 3.12.
